
 

 

CERTIFICATE REPORT             28/05/2021 

 

NSW ESCs 

 

Esc prices again traded in a very tight range while certificate creation fell. 

New ESC registrations dropped to 37,600 this week, but this amount was sufficient to bring the Registry 

surplus for this year to over one million certificates. 

The spot market opened 5 cents higher, at $30.85, and closed at $30.90 on turnover of 39,000 ESCs. 

The forward market saw only one trade, 5000 certificates dealt for delivery in September this year at $31.00, 

a 15 cents premium to the spot price at the time.                           

                                                                                                                 

    



 

                              

 

 



                                                                                                                                 

Renewable Energy Certificates 

 

LGC prices continued their recent slide though the drop was modest. 

Spot trading opened at an unchanged $35.30 but sellers struck from there to push the price down to a mid-

week low of $34.60. The market found support there and clawed its way back to a close at $35.00 on turnover 

of 110,000 LGCs. 

Calendar 2021 (February 2022 delivery) followed the same pattern, opening at $35.30 and falling to $34.50 

before recovering to finish at $35.00. This represented a fall of 30 cents for the week on volume of 95,000 

certificates. 

Calendar 2022 repeated the pattern, opening at $28.25 and dropping to $27.50 before finding some support 

to rise to a close at $28.00. This was a fall of 35 cents on turnover of 110,000 LGCs. Calendar 2023 just dropped 

from the opening $21.75 to finish at the low of $21.00, a fall of 75 cents on turnover of 85,000 certificates. 

Calendar 2021 saw 55,000 LGCs deal at $12.25, a fall of 25 cents for the week. Calendar 2025 bucked the 

trend, opening at $7.00 and reaching a high of $7.50 before closing at $7.30 and a gain of 30 cents on turnover 

of 75,000 certificates. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                    

                                                                                                                                

                



                                                                                                                            

                      

                                                                                                                                                        

Small Technology Certificates (STC) 

 

STC creation rose while market prices dipped. 

New certificate registration climbed to 933,300 this week, bringing the weekly average creation also 

to 933,000 for the year to date, considerably more than required to meet the rest of the year’s target. 

The spot market opened at an unchanged $38.75 and traded around that level until aggressive selling 

on Thursday saw a fall to the week’s low of $38.50. The last trade for the week saw a slight uptick to 

$38.60. Turnover was reported as 604,000 STCs. 

Forward trading saw 294,000 certificates deal for settlement from July this year to June 2022. Trades 

delivering  in the rest of 2021 gained a premium of 10 - 15 cents over the prevailing spot price while 

those for 2022 traded at $38.70 which was in line with the spot price at the time. 

 

 

 

 

                                       



VIC VEECs 

 

VEEC creation remained at recent elevated levels while market price rallied following a mid-week 

policy webinar. 

New certificate registrations dropped slightly, to 196,100 this week. 

The spot market opened 25 cents lower than last week’s close, at $59.75, and traded down to $59.65 

on light volume prior to the Essential Services Commission webinar on the future of the VEEC scheme 

and the new VEEC creation methods expected to furnish the bulk of certificates following the axing 

of most Commercial Lighting methods. Certificate prices had fallen from the previous week’s highs 

on speculation that these recent elevated prices might cause the commission to extend lighting for 

a few more months or announce a reduction of the penalty price. In the end the webinar passed 

without any such announcemnt and a firm rejection of any extension for Commercial Lighting VEEC 

creation. The market reacted swiftly with the first trade after the webinar struck at $60.00 and the 

price increaded with each subsequent trade to a close at $62.00 on Wednesday. The reimposition of 

a COVID lockdown on Thursday just further reduced the window for certificate creation from Lighting 

projects and the  market continued to rally into the week’s close, hitting a high of $63.40 on Friday 

before finishing at $63.30. Turnover was reported as 219,000 VEECs. 

The forward market saw 195,000 certificates trade for delivery between June 2021 and March 

2022. The curve finished the week with a slight upward bias. Deals settling out to September this 

year traded in line with the prevailing spot price while those for later settlement gained a slight 

premium, rising to 30 cents by the end of the first quarter of 2022. 

 

                                                       



       

    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

    


